












NOTE: The next seven pages are the revised Introduction and Recommended Teaching Procedures
which we expect to use in our somewhat condensed 2  edition of Phonic Links.  This improved methodnd

supercedes the method described in the original Phonic Links.  This in no way will affect the usefulness
of all the specially paired word lists which make up the book Phonic Links, but only explains the method
in a more useful and functional way.  LCS
     
Introduction:
         
Phonic Links is based upon the timeless principle of letter-sound substitution. The principle, once learned,
can be used by teachers of reading for testing and teaching all phonic sounds. Phonic Links provides the
teacher with extensive lists of specially paired words which apply the principle to all major phonic sounds.
The rather exhaustive lists, along with the illustrated basic sight words for each sound, are contained in this
work.
           
Phonic skills at the primary level are chiefly concerned with oral reproduction of sounds as the response
to seeing certain printed letters or letter combinations. Thus, the most reliable phonic test is an oral
pronunciation test. A spelling test utilizing the principle of letter-sound substitution is considered the next
most reliable. Phonic Links provides for both possible applications.

Phonic Links will enable the teacher to determine positively and within a relatively short time which phonic
sounds a learner knows and can use in his reading. At the same time it provides a simple method of
identifying which sounds the learner does not know. It also provides material for the teacher to use for
meaningful instruction in the needed sounds. The objective is that the learner will apply the sounds which
he is taught to the pronunciation of unfamiliar words -- and pronounce these unfamiliar words successfully.
Phonic skills are only concerned with pronunciation and not with comprehension.  However, most
children (and adults) will comprehend the word once they pronounce it correctly. If they do not
comprehend, they can use a dictionary to discover the meaning.

By taking small specific steps and going from the known to the unknown, learning takes place most
efficiently and effectively. In the teaching method outlined below the student first learns key sight words
containing the phonic pattern to be taught. He then recalls this knowledge and applies it to unlocking and
pronouncing new words containing the same pattern. The learner is not only directly instructed to gain
knowledge but also to apply this knowledge immediately. The learner is instructed in one specific sound
until he has gained initial mastery.

Although we outline below a suggested use of Phonic Links, teachers will find the word lists to have a
variety of applications for all language arts instruction.  We only request that source credit be given where
credit is due.  The copyright of the materials in Phonic Links has been renewed and extended until the
year 2069.

Application of the Principle:

We will test a learner for his knowledge of and ability to use the initial cl blend. If the learner knows how
to use the initial cl blend he will be able to pronounce any word beginning with cl, provided that the
pronunciation of the remaining part of the word is given to him. The teacher must provide the
pronunciation of all sounds except the part of the word being tested, otherwise the word becomes a test of
more than is intended. Phonic Links enables the teacher to concentrate on the testing of specific sounds.
Example: in the word pair pan - - clan the teacher, by saying the word pan provides the an ending sound
for the word clan.  The student being tested must simply substitute the cl sound for the p sound. This test
is not a test of the short a or of the final consonant n. These sounds are tested by other lists of words.

To administer an individual test the student's name is first written on a Total Phonic Inventory sheet which
serves as a student record sheet.  Here is the front side of the TPI which you will use to test and teach the
initial cl blend:



FORM

A

The Phonic Links TOTAL PHONIC INVENTORY (TPI)
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FORM 

A    

Name_______________________________ Room__________ Date:______________

 /  = passed pretest – slash through letter(s)

F = failed pretest – circle letter(s)

F = passed post-test – slash through circle

F = failed post-test – underline circle

b- hop ---- bop 14 -b fig ---- fib 50 fr- pay ---- fray   88

c- mad ---- cad 16 -d fat ---- fad 52 gl- rob ---- glob   90

c- bee ---- cee 16 -g ked ---- keg 54 gr- mid ---- grid   92

d- new ---- dew 18 -k yap ---- yak 56 pl- hot ---- plot   94

f- cub ---- fub 20 -l sop ---- sol 58 pr- dim ---- prim   96

g- sob ---- gob 22 -m hep ---- hem 60 qu- bag ---- quag   98

h- box ---- hox 24 -n yip ---- yin 62 sc- gum ---- scum 100

j- had ---- jad 26 -p sod ---- sop 64 scr- bog ---- scrog 102

k- lip ---- kip 28 -r oat ---- oar 66 shr- new ---- shrew 104

l- hex ---- lex 30 -s lid ---- lis 68 sk- hit ---- skit 106

m- bug ---- mug 32 -s dew ---- dews 70 sl- cob ---- slob 108

n- bag ---- nag 34 -t cog ---- cot 72 sm- nut ---- smut 110

p- lea ---- pea 36 -x hem ---- hex 74 sn- bag  ---- snag 112

r- hex ---- rex 38 -z mug ---- muz 74 sp- fat ---- spat 114

s- hod ---- sod 40 bl- not ---- blot 76 spl- ray ---- splay 116

t- lad ---- tad 42 br- dew ---- brew 78 spr- dig  ---- sprig 116

v- sum ---- vum 44 cl- pan ---- clan 80 squ- wad ---- squad 118

w- fit ---- wit 46 cr- paw ---- craw 82 st- bud ---- stud 120

y- bon ---- yon 48 dr- peg ---- dreg 84 str- hut ---- strut 122

z- ten ---- zen 48 fl- hog ---- flog 86 sw- hay ---- sway 124



What the Teacher Says:  The teacher tells the student, "I want to see how well you know some
sounds. I will say the word on the left (points 
to pan — shaded on TPI), then you say the word on the right (points to clan)." The teacher says pan. The
student says clan. The teacher may begin the test at any point on the TPI and may continue to test as many
sounds as needed. 
To pass the test on a particular sound the student must pronounce the word being tested without
hesitation. The teacher then makes the appropriate mark on the TPI to indicate whether or not the student
passed this test. (See Key on the TPI.) The teacher and student then proceed to the test for the next sound
to be tested or they proceed to the teaching-learning procedure outlined below. Testing on each sound is
conducted in exactly the same manner.

How Much Time to Test a Student?  You may wish to do extensive individual testing of a
number of students prior to teaching the sounds, so that instruction may be done via ad hoc small groups.
Teacher and student can pronounce each word pair in approximately 2 or 3 seconds. At that rate it takes
about 6 to 10 minutes to test a student on all 129 sounds. Students will normally be tested only on certain
sections of the total list of phonic sounds. Better readers, for example, might be tested only on certain vowel
combination sounds. However, testing the entire TPI of 129 sounds helps to assure that the student has no
gaps in his phonic knowledge.

Administering a Group Test:  A group test tends to approximate a spelling test rather than an
oral reading test. A duplicated oral spelling test of the second word of each pair is suggested. Model
spelling tests and teacher keys for 100 of the 129 phonic combinations covered in Phonic Links are
provided at the end of this book. We recommend that the teacher pronounce only the second word of the
pair— the word being tested.  Each test contains 3 criterion items, randomly placed, for each phonic sound
covered by that test. It is not possible to give spelling tests for phonic application of the 29 vowel
combinations, since nearly every vowel combination sound is produced by two or more different vowel
combinations.
The second word of each pair (the word which includes the sound tested) is pronounced by the
teacher.  The student may refer to the given word as needed.  The same procedure is followed step by step
through the test.

For reference Phonic Links includes
• 20 initial consonants
• 14 final consonants
• 28 initial consonant blends
• 14 final consonant blends
•   6 initial consonant digraphs
•   8 final consonant digraphs
•   5 short vowels
•   5 long vowels
• 29 vowel combinations (which cannot be tested using a spelling test)
129 total phonic sounds included in Phonic Links

The teacher will collect and check the papers using the teacher key. Although proficiency required on a test
is a matter  of professional judgment it is suggested that a student should write correctly the tested phonic
element for at least 2 of the 3 criterion items to prove basic word attack ability with that phonic element.
It is not actually essential that the complete word be spelled correctly. We present here a sample of a
spelling test followed by teacher key.  The teacher will pronounce only the second word — the word which
the student will write in the blank.  Students may apply their phonic knowledge using the first word as
needed in order to correctly spell the second word pronounced by the teacher.



The Phonic Links SPELLING TEST — Initial Consonants
Student TEST 

Name:__________________   Date:______________ Teacher:__________

  1. lag _______ 21. hue _______ 41. sob _______

  2. lip _______ 22. mix _______ 42. lip _______

  3. rag _______ 23. lea _______ 43. fit _______

  4. bee _______ 24. far _______ 44. dim _______

  5. dew _______ 25. mess _______ 45. hag _______

  6. dog _______ 26. hop _______ 46. fed _______

  7. cab _______ 27. deb _______ 47. sum _______

  8. dig _______ 28. dig _______ 48. new _______

  9. hex _______ 29. mac _______ 49. cup _______

10. mud _______ 30. rub _______ 50. lip _______

11. rib _______ 31. mad _______ 51. hod _______

12. dab _______ 32. far _______ 52. bon _______

13. mad _______ 33. rag _______ 53. hub _______

14. rob _______ 34. rib _______ 54. had _______

15. hem _______ 35. hop _______ 55. ten _______

16. dot _______ 36. sin _______ 56. box _______

17. bug _______ 37. lad _______ 57. law _______

18. new _______ 38. dep _______ 58. day _______

19. hex _______ 39. box _______ 59. hod _______

20. fell _______ 40. bib _______ 60. bee _______



The Phonic Links SPELLING TEST — Initial Consonants
Student TEST & Teacher KEY

Name:__________________   Date:______________ Teacher:__________

1. lag ___dag____18 21. hue ___rue____38 41. sob ___gob____22

2. lip ___hip____24 22. mix ___vix____44 42. lip ___kip____28

3. rag ___nag____34 23. lea ___pea____36 43. fit ___wit____46

4. bee ___tee____42 24. far ___mar____32 44. dim ___rim____38

5. dew ___yew____48 25. mess ___cess____16 45. hag ___mag____32

6. dog ___bog____14 26. hop ___wop____46 46. fed ___ped____36

7. cab ___jab____26 27. deb ___keb____28 47. sum ___vum____44

8. dig ___zig____48 28. dig ___gig____22 48. new ___dew____18

9. hex ___lex____30 29. mac ___sac____40 49. cup ___hup____24

10. mud ___cud____16 30. rub ___fub____20 50. lip ___nip____34

11. rib ___fib____20 31. mad ___cad____16 51. hod ___tod____42

12. dab ___sab____40 32. far ___lar____30 52. bon ___yon____48

13. mad ___gad____22 33. rag ___zag____48 53. hub ___bub____14

14. rob ___kob____28 34. rib ___jib____26 54. had ___jad____26

15. hem ___wem____46 35. hop ___bop____14 55. ten ___zen____48

16. dot ___rot____38 36. sin ___yin____48 56. box ___lox____30

17. bug ___mug____32 37. lad ___tad____42 57. law ___caw____16

18. new ___pew____36 38. dep ___nep____34 58. day ___fay____20

19. hex ___vex____44 39. box ___hox____24 59. hod ___sod____40

20. fell ___cell____16 40. bib ___dib____18 60. bee ___cee____16

The numbers after the spelling word are the page numbers in Phonic Links for teaching that sound.



Teaching-Learning Procedure:

Once the testing of one or several students is completed (on one or several sounds), the task of teaching the
phonic sound or sounds which have not been mastered can be undertaken. As stated earlier, the objective
is for the child to be able to apply the sounds which he is taught and to pronounce unfamiliar words
successfully.

Phonic Links is an alphabetical sequence of specially paired word charts accompanied by illustrated sight
words.

1. Show the student the pictures and the sight words for the phonic sound being taught. 
2. Have the student become so familiar with the sight words and their pronunciation that they become true

sight words for this student. The student should be able to pronounce each sight word in random order
without the aid of the pictures. We recommend covering the pictures with a card during this phase of
the teaching.  It may be beneficial to use the sight words as spelling words for those students needing to
learn them. Drill cards would be useful. 

3. Help the student recognize or discover that all of the illustrated sight words are alike in a certain way --
such as, they all begin with cl, or they all contain ea. 

4. As when testing, show the student the paired words, with the teacher pronouncing the word on the left
and the student pronouncing the word on the right. When difficulties are encountered by the student, refer
him immediately to the sight word chart for that sound. Ask him to say those words. Ask him how they
are alike. Ask him how the new word is like the sight words. Say the paired word on the left. Ask him
to say the word on the right. Continue referring back and forth between the sight words and the paired
words until the student can pronounce his new word without referring to the sight words. Then proceed
to the other words on the list for the same sound until you are satisfied that the student can use the newly
learned sound in pronouncing an unfamiliar word. To provide for additional practice the teacher can
construct materials to coincide with the skills in need of practice. He might choose to pair the student
with another student who had recently learned the same sounds, that he too could profit from the time
spent. Practice must be emphasized.  This student is now on his way to phonic mastery.

Definitions: 1

           
Vowel: 

1. one of a class of speech sounds in the articulation of which the oral part of the breath channel is not
blocked and is not constricted enough to cause audible friction; broadly: the one most prominent sound
in a syllable.
2. a letter or other symbol representing a vowel -- usually used in English of a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes
y" (perhaps w in some cases)

         
Consonant:

1. one of a class of speech sounds (as \p\, \g\, \n\, l\,\s\,\r\) characterized by constriction or closure at one
or more points in the breath channel
2. a letter representing a consonant; especially: any letter of the English alphabet except a, e, i, o, and u

         
Consonant Blend

a group of two or more successive consonants whose phonetic value is the sum of a value borne by each
(as cl in clown and spr in spring)



Digraph:
1. a group of two successive letters whose phonetic value is a single sound (as ea in bread) [vowel
digraph] or whose value is not the sum of a value borne by each in other occurrences (as ch in chin)"
[consonant digraph]

Vowel Combination:
a group of two or more successive letters including at least one vowel, occuring regularly in the English
Language, and usually having a particular sound pattern. Types of vowel combinations are:
(a) Diphthong 1. a gliding monosyllabic speech item that starts at or near the articulatory position for one
vowel and moves to or toward the position for another (as the vowel combination that foms the last part
of toy)
(b) Vowel Digraph:  see Digraph above. 
(c) Other Combinations: those combinations containing consonants. 

 Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, c. 1965, and definitions derived therefrom.1

SUMMARY:

A student may complete the Total Phonic Inventory in a few minutes with the instructor.  This provides
an efficient identification of student needs for phonic instruction. This testing guarantees the teacher the
knowledge of exactly which phonic sounds each student knows and which sounds he needs to learn. This
is basic to individualized instruction in phonics. Once the diagnostic testing is completed the work really
begins with instruction in each of the sounds which the student needs to learn. This is best accomplished
in a one-on-one situation between the teacher or tutor and the student.

MAKING THE INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING PRACTICAL — The
Teacher and the Tutor

In practice even though an experienced teacher should preferably always do the diagnostic testing using the
TPI, a tutor may do the actual one-on-one teaching once the simple teaching method described above has
been mastered.  The tutor may be an older student in, say, the 6  grade or above, or a volunteer adult.th

Teachers who have used Phonic Links in the classroom are invited to send success stories, suggestions for
improvement, comments, or questions to the authors at www.readthrutheword.com ,
LCStansfield@sbcglobal.net, or 7615 Stueben Way, Stockton, CA 95207-1234.

Teaching Phonics — The Basics:

1.  Teach Letter Sounds first.  Be sure the student is pronouncing each letter correctly.
2.  Teach initial consonants.
3.  Teach final consonants
4.  Teach short vowels
5.  Teach long vowels
6.  Teach consonant blends
7.  Teach consonant digraphs
8.  Teach vowel combinations

http://www.readthrutheword.com
mailto:LCStansfield@sbcglobal.net,





































